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Privacy-Preserving
Measurement



Guardian Project creates easy to use secure apps, open-source software libraries, 
and customized mobile devices that can be used around the world by any person 
looking to protect their communications and personal data from unjust intrusion, 
interception and monitoring.



Success?
Not sure :(

We have millions of active users,

but no acceptable way to measure

their satisfaction or our impact.



Decision makers, developers, and data scientists need to understand their 
products’ effectiveness and their users’ happiness.

This must not come at the cost of privacy, security and trust.



Doing it Wrong



All your permissions and data belong to us!



Weaponized users though insecure analytics

In the attack on GitHub and 
GreatFire.org, the GC 
intercepted traffic sent to Baidu 
infrastructure servers that host 
commonly used analytics, social, 
or advertising scripts. 



“Blackbox” exonerates corporation

REPORT: TESLA'S FATAL 
CRASH CAN'T BE BLAMED 
ON SOFTWARE ERRORS



“Blackbox” incriminates the user

A Most Peculiar Test Drive
Elon Musk, Chairman, Product Architect & CEO February 
13, 2013



Your body will be used against you

Middletown Police said this was the 
first time it had used data from a 
heart device to make an arrest, but 
the pacemaker data proved to be an 
“excellent investigative tool;” the data 
from the pacemaker didn’t 
correspond with Compton’s version 
of what happened. The retrieved 
data helped to indict Compton.



Be careful what you read



Existing Work



Dwork 06



Apple Thinks Differentially



Google Open-Source Rappor



Solutions do exist...

...but are not readily available to 
most



Tor’s Anonymous Metrics



Acra catches exceptions, 
retrieves lots of context data 
and send them to the backend 

of your choice.

Best of all, it is FREE and 
OPEN SOURCE.

Matomo is leading open-source analytics 
systems, with 100% data ownership, user 

privacy protections, and extensibility.

http://github.com/ACRA/acra/wiki/ReportContent
http://github.com/ACRA/acra/wiki/Backends
http://github.com/ACRA/acra/wiki/Backends
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apache_License
http://github.com/ACRA/acra


Expressed Needs



What Developers of Secure Messaging Apps Want to Know

How many average conversations do you users have open?

How many people are typically in a group chat?

Is the battery usage better or worse with the new version?

Is the network latency reduced since last week?

Do users like the change in the user interface?



Feedback from our broad user survey

A first step would be to not have identifiable information 
on well-behaving users.

I feel very uncomfortable, but the mis-use over our system is a 
problem that poses a threat to the whole project.

We (a funder) are frequently asked for additional metrics demonstrating the 
impact of the projects we support.

The biggest thing we generally use analytics for is just tracking the 
health of our service in terms of overall user growth and location.

I would love if we could have something self hosted, secure and useful that 
we could use to make our app a better tool but we couldn't find anything that 
would meet those requirements.

We don't know which features are popular. Therefore, it 
is hard to expand the service.



Consumers Want Coupons Without Being Geo-Located



We want developers to 
have a means to 
understand how to 
improve, but to do so in 
a way that respects 
privacy and security



Threat Modeling



Vulnerable Assets

● Unique user / hardware identifiers

● Internet addresses

● Biometric data

● Geolocation data

● Social graphs

● Behavioral logs

● Political preferences

● And on, and on....



Attack Vectors

● Client/device temporary cache

● Server storage database

● Developer code libraries

● Network transports

● The Algorithm



Potential Mitigations

● FLOSS code

● Hardened network transports

● Data minimization

● Client-side processing

● Differential Privacy, Randomized Response, Randomized Controlled Trials and more...



The “Clean Insights” Pitch



Most companies treat data like gold...



… but we believe it is a more toxic element!



Who it serves

Developers

ExecutivesData Scientists



Knowledge 
and Privacy!

Toxic Data and 
Liability

Data

Clean Insights
     Process



Typical analytics services vacuum up every interaction, transmitting the raw data to 
a centralized cloud data warehouse, often in an insecure manner.



Clean Insights pushes data processing to the edge, selectively collecting and 
sharing through secure channels, to a self-hosted backend server.



Three Tenets of Clean Insights

Hardened 
Security

Powerful Privacy 
Toolbox

Advanced
Anonymity

Certificate Pinning
TLS Best Practices
Onion Routing

Data Batching
Smart Thresholds
No Perma Cookies

Differential Privacy
Randomized Response
Machine Learning



Empowering & Engaging User interactions



Onion Routing & Certificate Pinning



Code: Thresholds of time and space



Code: Private Measurement and Dispatch









Free and open source

Learn more at
https://cleaninsights.org

https://github.com/cleaninsights

